
THE MEANING OF DISCRETION

discretion meaning: 1. the ability to behave without causing embarrassment or attracting too much attention, especially
by keeping information secret: 2. the right .

Not all discretionary usage by law enforcement is negative. Criminal[ edit ] Prosecutors have a huge
discretional role in the criminal justice process. If officers had to cite or make an arrest on every law being
broken, we would need a police officer for every citizens. When Knowledge releases its arrow, however, it can
change a life entirely. Unfortunately, the police have an ability to perform an abuse of discretion without being
noticed or regulated by the judicial or legislative community in what is referred to as the "legal shadow".
Prosecutors control plea bargains and thus have possibly the most discretion-based role in the criminal justice
process. Most of the time police misconduct doesn't draw enough attention to include federal intervention.
Falstaff, who had been playing dead on the battlefield to avoid being killed, [13] tells Hal, "The better part of
valour is discretion; in the which better part I have saved my life. In this context, VDA implies the show's
content may not be suitable for younger viewers; that is, too explicit in terms of nudity, violence, sexual
content, or language. This can be an argument either for or against police using discretion. They often use it so
that they can simplify and weed out the true criminals from the average citizen. A person chooses to utilize his
or her options and decides which to use, whether this is a police officer arresting a person on the street
criminal or evicting someone from an apartment civil or anywhere in between. If the feeling of restraint is
deep within you, do not say anything. Positive use[ edit ] Studies show that police officers use discretion to
simplify their very complex job requirements and also to identify certain individual priorities, as each officer
has to apply the very broad and often contradictory laws put into place by statutes and policymakers. They do
not want the tribulation that goes with irresponsible self-expression. Judges also have discretion in the grant or
denial of certain motions , e. If they believe a person deserves to be in prison, they will pursue that route,
knowing that the prisons are very full and would then lead to a person being released early without serving his
full sentence. Retrieved 29 October  They have to use discretion to weigh the rights of the accused, the
feelings of the victim, and the capacity of prisons when determining a proper punishment. We leave it up to
the individual officer to use discretion in cases where a gray area resides. Different environments and
neighborhoods provide different levels of dangers and greater levels of crime taking place than others. On the
other hand, officer and public safety are the most important duties for an officer. From the book of Proverbs
"like a gold ring in a pig's snout is a beautiful woman without discretion. The jury has discretion over the final
verdict. Where an officer was raised or what they have experienced would lead them to react to scenarios
differently. Should an officer ticket every person that speeds? Which is why an officer might choose to
downgrade a crime in a wealthy neighborhood compared to an economically unstable one.


